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SECTION  27 41 16- Integrated Audio-Video  Systems and Equipment 
 
 
PART 1 - GENERAL 
 
 
1.1  SUMMARY 
 

A.  Section Includes: 
 

1.  Audiovisual   (AV)  technology   systems  and  installation   services  as  be  provided   by  
the Audiovisual  Contractor.  Areas include:  

 
a. Council Chamber (Broadcast Equipment Only) 
b. Broadcast Control Room 
c. IDF Room (Broadcast Equipment Only) 

 
 

B.  Area descriptions: 
 

1.  Council Chamber:   A large meeting space with a Dais in the front for seating of City Council 
or other groups as needed.  There is a podium for speakers, working space for other City 
officials and an audience area for seating of those attending meetings.  The Audio Visual 
system that is used for presentation within this space is not part of this scope.  The 
broadcast system is used to capture, record and stream meetings to constituents via Cable 
TV and by broadcast media attending the meeting.  The Broadcast System within this 
space includes: 

 
a.  Five remotely controlled High Definition Cameras mounted on walls and  columns. 
b.  Two Media Courtesy Plates for local TV and Radio Media to connect to receive various 

audio and video feeds for use in producing their reports. 
c.     One Production Panel to allow connection of City owned (or other) portable equipment 

to equipment in Control Room on an as-needed basis.  This will allow better use of City 
equipment for production of various training or informational presentations in the 
Council Chamber with higher production values. 

 
 

2.  IDF Room:    This room is an unattended equipment room that houses the rack that contains 
the equipment for signal handoff to the cable TV carriers.  It is also a connection point to the 
house data network and the chamber presentation A/V system which are not part of this 
specification.  Broadcast Equipment in the room is as follows: 

 
a.  One equipment rack to house equipment including equipment provided by cable TV 

carriers. 
b.  Signal monitoring and distribution equipment 
c.  Equipment provided and installed by Cable TV carriers 

 
3.  Broadcast Control Room: This room is the operating hub of the Broadcast System.  It will 

have an equipment rack and an operator console capable of seating up to four but will 
normally function with a smaller number of operators- typically two.  This console will house 
all of the controls as well as audio and video monitors and displays and audio speakers 
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required to produce the council meetings or other productions.  The control room will be able 
to route programs to cable TV, Granicus, the Media Courtesy Plates and/or record the 
programs onto electronic storage or Blu-Ray recorders. 

 
 The room will also function at a lower level, unattended, for meetings not requiring the higher 

level of production.  In this case the Clerk will be able to select preset cameras and shots or 
picture-in-picture screens using the Clerk touchscreen which is part of the presentation A/V 
system.  This signal will be routed to the Granicus encoder located near the Clerk’s station. 

 
 Major Control Room Equipment will include: 
 

a.  Operator Console with four 42 inch an two 32 inch gisplays over top 
b.  Production video switcher  
c. Camera remote control panel 
d. Audio mixer 
e. Audio monitor speakers and monitor panels 
f. Character generator station 
g. Presentation A/V system touch panel (by others- this line for information only) 
i. Waveform/Vector Monitor and display screen 
j Blu-Ray and digital media recorders 
k. Intercom headset connection points and base unit. 
l. Equipment Rack for patch bays and terminal gear 
m. Master power control/surge suppression system. 

          
 
 
1.2 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 
 

A. Pre-installation Conference:  There will be a conference before installation begins for the 
purpose of making sure that questions are answered to all stake holders satisfaction. 

 
 
1.3  SUBMITTALS 
 

A. Comply with submittal provisions of Owner's Specification - Submittals, where applicable.  
 

B.  Submit shop drawings for: 

I.  Point-to-point functional wiring diagrams. 
2.  All receptacle plates and custom fabrications. 
3.  Equipment rack  and patch bay elevations. 
4.  Detailed wire list showing wire number, cable type, source and destination connection ports, 

equipment name and location as well as connector type. 
5.  Mounting  and   suspension   systems  and  details  for  audio/visual   system  components 

requiring structural approval including, but not limited to ceiling or wall-mount flat panel displays, 
rack attachment to floor, cameras mounts, etc. 

 
C.   Submit shop drawings of any proposed design changes for approval prior to fabrication.  Shop 

drawings are submitted to Owner for review and approval prior to any fabrication and installation. 
 

D.  Submit samples of engraved labels, cable marking system, and faceplate etching. 
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E.    Acceptance Test Submittals: Prior to requesting the completion of the acceptance tests, submit a 
Preliminary Test Report including all information required in part three.   Acceptance tests and 
final punch list as not occur until all as built drawings and test reports have been submitted. 

 
 
1.4  CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS 
 

A.  Deliver bound "as-built" system documentation.  Transfer all warranties and equipment guarantees 
and provide a written description of system operation to The City of Stockton  at the time of 
acceptance of the work by the City of Stockton. Provide system operation training as specified in 
Section 3.05. 

 
B.  Provide as-built drawings of all systems, including modifications to the as-built infrastructure if any, on 

36-inch x 48-inch sheets.  Provide CAD and/or Revit files on storage format  in PDF format.  Store 
files on site in the system documentation binders in disk sleeves. 

 
C.  Operation and Maintenance Manuals:  For each system, provide three copies of system manuals per 

system.  Manuals are in adequately sized three-ring binders, clearly labeled on spine.  Manuals 
contain the following. 

 
1.     Equipment Manuals:  Include copies of individual equipment operation manuals separated by  

tabbed  dividers.    Order  manuals  in  nominal  signal  path  order  (i.e.  sources  first, 
amplifiers and loudspeakers last), followed by control system manuals, followed by 
miscellaneous manuals. 

2.  Equipment List:  List all system equipment including, connectors and specialty hardware, by 
manufacturer and model. 

3.  As-built  Drawings:    Include  folded  copies  of  as-built  drawings  in clear  plastic  binder 
sleeves.  Fold and insert drawings so that drawing title is clearly visible at the front of the 
sleeve. 

4.  Provide copies of all programming files for any and all programmable equipment  to 
Owner.  Store files on site in the system documentation binders in disk sleeves.  

 
 
 
 
1.6  QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 

A.  All materials must  be newly  manufactured current  production  models  and  must  conform  to all 
applicable codes and the relevant standards listed below: 

 
1.      American National Standards  Institute (ANSI) 
2.        Electronic  Industries Association  (EIA) 
3.        Institute of Electrical  and Electronic  Engineers (IEEE) 
4.        Underwriters Laboratories (UL) 

 
 
B.    Coordination:  The audiovisual  contractor  is to coordinate  with Owner for all site work required 

for the installation  of all wire, mounting  hardware,  receptacle  plates, and electronic  devices.   
The GC performs  all site work  prior to installation,  any required  site work  outside  the scope  of 
this contract.   The audiovisual  contractor  is to coordinate  with the owner to provide devices for 
installation by  the  GC,  and  to  receive  Owner  Furnished   Equipment   for  installation   by  the  
audiovisual contractor. 
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C. The City  reserves  the  right  to  make  use  of  the  system  prior  to the  completion  of the punch  

list. Temporary  use of the equipment  does  not  constitute  an acceptance  of the system  or  
any  part. The City  is not to pay additional  cost to the  audiovisual  contractor  and the 
commencement of the warranty  period is not to begin for the system or any device prior to the 
completion  of the punch list and final acceptance of the system by the City. 

 
D.  Codes:  The audiovisual  contractor  is to comply with all applicable laws, regulations  and codes. 

 
E.  Dealership:  The audiovisual  contractor  is a dealer for all devices  provided and installed  and is 

to offer full factory warranty on all products. 
 
 
 
1.7  WARRANTY 
 

A.   Warranty Period: One year from date of Substantial  Completion. Transfer all manufacturers' 
warranties to The City of Stockton at the time of acceptance. 

 
B.  Guarantee  the replacement  of faulty materials and workmanship within 72 hours of notification  at 

no additional cost if failure occurs during warranty period. 
 
 
PART 2- PRODUCTS 
 
2.1  EQUIPMENT 
 

A. Basis-of-Design Product:  Subject to compliance  with requirements,  provide products as listed or 
comparable  product which as represent specific minimum levels of performance  and function. 
These levels of performance and function  are as published  by the listed manufacturers.  Many 
components  were tested and selected for this project based on the functional  and performance 
criteria established  for the design and operation of these systems. All material submitted is as 
listed, or is substitutions that meet or improve upon the performance and functional  characteristics 
of the listed material. Such substitutions are at the sole discretion of the City. The audiovisual 
contractor  must deliver a written request for substitution  to the design consultant  and written 
authorization must be granted by the City or the substitute product may not be accepted. 
Receptacle plates, wire and connector types are shown on the audio/visual  drawings.   Where 
conflicts exist within the specification or between the specification and the drawings, contact the 
Design Consultant  for clarification. 
 

  



B.  COUNCIL CHAMBER
DWG ID Desc. Name Manufacturer Model Rack Location Accessory
CAM1 CAMERA #1 PANASONIC AW‐HE130 BLACK CENTER REAR FEC‐12OWM BLACK
PLATES CAM 1 PLATE WIRE WORKS CUSTOM CENTER REAR
CAM1 CAMERA #2 PANASONIC AW‐HE130 BLACK LEFT COLUMN FEC‐12OWM BLACK
PLATES CAM 2 PLATE WIRE WORKS CUSTOM LEFT COLUMN
CAM1 CAMERA #3 PANASONIC AW‐HE130 BLACK RIGHT COLUMN FEC‐12OWM BLACK
PLATES CAM 3 PLATE WIRE WORKS CUSTOM RIGHT COLUMN
CAM1 CAMERA #4 PANASONIC AW‐HE130 BLACK BACK LEFT WALL FEC‐12OWM BLACK
PLATES CAM 4 PLATE WIRE WORKS CUSTOM BACK LEFT WALL
CAM1 CAMERA #5 PANASONIC AW‐HE130 BLACK BACK RIGHT WALL FEC‐12OWM BLACK
PLATES CAM 5 PLATE WIRE WORKS CUSTOM BACK RIGHT WALL
PLATES CHAMBERPRODUCTION I/O PLATE WIRE WORKS CUSTOM CHAMBER SIDE WALL
PLATES MEDIA COURTESY PLATE #1 WIRE WORKS CUSTOM AUDIENCE AREA BACK LEFT
PLATES MEDIA COURTESY PLATE #2 WIRE WORKS CUSTOM AUDIENCE AREA BACK RIGHT

C. IDF ROOM 122
DWG ID Desc. Name Manufacturer Model Rack Location Accessory
RTR2 ROUTING SW'ER PIP GENERATOR ENSEMBLE DESIGNS NXT‐430X 102 SP33 W/SERIAL CONTROL OPTION
SURGE1 DISTRO AND SURGE SUPR. FURMAN M‐8X2 102 SP40
RAID1 2 TB STORAGE LEIGHTRONIX LGX‐2TBR‐L 102 SP39 PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE
SRVR1 VIDEO SERVER/ENCODER LEIGHTRONIX EHD2 102 SP37 PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE
ENC1 REMOTE ENCODER LEIGHTRONIX LABVAULT‐HD 102 SP35 PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE
DISP1 TRIPLE MONITOR WARD BECK VMS‐560‐3HD 102 SP30‐32
RACK 102 MIDDLE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS WRK‐40SA‐32 PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE
BLANKS LOT OF BLANK PANELS TO FILL ALL EMPTY SPACES IN RACK 102 

D.  BROADCAST CONTROL ROOM 122A
DWG ID Desc. Name Manufacturer Model Rack Location Accessory
VDA1 PROGRAM VDA #1 3G SDI KRAMER VM‐10HDXL 101 SP35
VDA1 PROGRAM VDA #2 3G SDI KRAMER VM‐10HDXL 101 SP36
VDA1 PROGRAM VDA #3 3G SDI KRAMER VM‐10HDXL 101 SP37
VDA1 PROGRAM VDA #4 3G SDI KRAMER VM‐10HDXL 101 SP38

CLEANFEED
EMBEDDER1 PGM AUDIO EMBEDDER AJA HD‐10AMA 101 SP15
EMBEDDER1 CLN FD AUDIO EMBEDDER AJA HD‐10AMA 101 SP15
RTR1 16X16 ROUTING SWITCHER KRAMER ASPEN 1616HD‐3G 101
SWER1 PRODUCTION SWITCHER BROADCAST PIX GRANITE GR‐DT 101 PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE
SWER1 PRODUCTION SWITCHER BROADCAST PIX CONTROL PANEL 1000 CONSOLE COUNTERTOP PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE
SWER1 PRODUCTION SWITCHER BROADCAST PIX GRANITE SERVER 101 PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE

DISP2 20" GRANITE SERVER DISPLAY DELL P2017H CONSOLE COUNTERTOP
DISP3 42" MULTIVIEWER MONITOR #1 PANASONIC TH‐42LFE7U CONSOLE BACK WALL LEFT CHIEF MTM1U FUSION MOUNT
DISP3 42" MULTIVIEWER MONITOR #2 PANASONIC TH‐42LFE7U CONSOLE BACK WALL CENTER LEFT CHIEF MTM1U FUSION MOUNT
DISP3 42" MULTIVIEWER MONITOR #3 PANASONIC TH‐42LFE7U CONSOLE BACK WALL CENTER RIGHT CHIEF MTM1U FUSION MOUNT
DISP3 42" MULTIVIEWER MONITOR #4 PANASONIC TH‐42LFE7U CONSOLE BACK WALL RIGHT CHIEF MTM1U FUSION MOUNT

NETSW1 10/100 ETHERNET SWITCH NETGEAR FS 308 101 SP15 IN 1 RU MAP SHELF

DISP4 32" CABLE TV CONF MONITOR #1 SHARP LC‐32LB480U CONSOLE BACK WALL UPPER LEFT CHIEF MTMS1U
DISP4 32" CABLE TV CONF MONITOR #2 SHARP LC‐32LB480U CONSOLE BACK WALL UPPR RIGHT CHIEF MTMS1U



D.  BROADCAST CONTROL ROOM 122A CONTINUED
DWG ID Desc. Name Manufacturer Model Rack Location Accessory
CCAP CLOSED CAPTION ENCODER LINK ELECTRONICS HDE‐3000 CONSOLE TURRET 7  SP2‐3
WFM/VEC WAVEFORM VECTOR RASTERIZER LEADER  LV‐7330 CONSOLE TURRET 4 SP3 W/LR‐LR2481U MOUNT
DISP5 WFM/VEC/PATCH MON DELVCAM DELV‐2LCD7‐3GHD CONSOLE TURRET 4 SP4‐6

BLU‐RAY BLU‐RAY REC/PLAYER #1 JVC SR‐HD2700US CONSOLE TURRET 2 SP4‐5 W/ MAP RSH RACK KIT
BLU‐RAY BLU‐RAY REC/PLAYER #2 JVC SR‐HD2700US CONSOLE TURRET 2 SP2‐3 W/ MAP RSH RACK KIT
SSDR DIGITAL DISK RECORDER #1 AJA KI PRO RACK CONSOLE TURRET 3 SP3
SSDR DIGITAL DISK RECORDER #2 AJA KI PRO RACK CONSOLE TURRET 3 SP2
DISP6 BLU‐RAY/DDR CONF. MONITOR WOHLER RM‐2443WS‐3G CONSOLE TURRET 3 SP5‐6
AMON1 AUDIO MON PANEL DDR & BLU RAY WARD BECK AMS‐4 CONSOLE TURRET 3 SP4
AMON1 AUDIO MON PANEL PGM AND PATCHABWARD BECK AMS‐4 CONSOLE TURRET 1 SP5
MIX1 AUDIO MIXER MACKIE 1604 VLZ4 CONSOLE COUNTERTOP
ADA1 PGM ADA#1 EXTRON DA6A 101 SP18
ADA2 PGM ADA#2 ESE ELECTRONICS ES‐245 101 SP17
SP1 CONTROL ROOM SPEAKER MACKIE MR‐5 MKIII CONSOLE
SP1 CONTROL ROOM SPEAKER MACKIE MR‐5 MKIII CONSOLE

COMMS COMMUNICATIONS MASTER STATION CLEAR COM MS‐702 CONSOLE TURRET 4 SP2
COMMIC PANEL  MIC FOR MASTER STATION CLEAR COM GM‐18 CONSOLE TURRET 4 SP2
PLATES CLEARCOM RACKPLATE FOR BELT PACK WIRE WORKS CUSTOM CONSOLE TURRET 1 SP1 PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE
PLATES CLEARCOM RACKPLATE FOR BELT PACK WIRE WORKS CUSTOM CONSOLE TURRET 6 SP2 PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE

VIDEO PATCHBAY BITTREE B48T‐2WTHD 101 SP30‐31
VIDEO PATCHBAY BITTREE B48T‐2WTHD 101 SP28‐29
AUDIO PATCHBAY BITTREE B96DC‐FNABT/ESM2OU12B 101 SP26‐27
PATCH CABLE RACK MIDDLE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS CLAW 101 ATTACH TO SIDE

12 EACH VIDEO PATCH CABLES BITTREE VPC3606‐75 101
18 EACH AUDIO PATCH CABLES BITTREE BPC2405‐110 101

SURGE1 DISTRO AND SURGE SUPR. FURMAN M‐8X2 CONSOLE LOWER CABINET REAR RAILS
SURGE1 DISTRO AND SURGE SUPR. FURMAN M‐8X2 CONSOLE LOWER CABINET REAR RAILS
SURGE1 DISTRO AND SURGE SUPR. FURMAN M‐8X2 CONSOLE LOWER CABINET REAR RAILS
SURGE1 DISTRO AND SURGE SUPR. FURMAN M‐8X2 CONSOLE LOWER CABINET REAR RAILS
SURGE1 DISTRO AND SURGE SUPR. FURMAN M‐8X2 101 SP19 REAR RAILS
SURGE1 DISTRO AND SURGE SUPR. FURMAN M‐8X2 101 SP20 REAR RAILS
RELAY1 RELAY 1 MIDDLE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS RLM15‐1CA1 CONSOLE LOWER CABINET REAR RAILS
RELAY1 RELAY 2 MIDDLE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS RLM15‐1CA1 CONSOLE LOWER CABINET REAR RAILS
RELAY1 RELAY 3 MIDDLE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS RLM15‐1CA1 RACK 101 SP18 REAR RAILS
RACK 101 MIDDLE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS WRK‐40SA‐32 PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE
CONSOLE SIGHT‐LINE CUSTOM DESIGN WINSTEAD PART OF CUSTOM PACKAGE
BLANKS LOT OF BLANK PANELS TO FILL ALL EMPTY SPACES IN RACK 101 AND CONSOLE TURRETS

E.  PORTABLE GEAR Not shown on drawing
QUAN DWG ID Desc. Name Manufacturer Model Rack Location Accessory

4 WIRED SINGLE CHAN BELTPACK CLEAR COM RS‐701 PORTABLE
4 SINGLE EAR HEADSET CLEAR COM CC‐500 PORTABLE
4 10' MIC CABLE WHIRLWIND MK4‐10 PORTABLE
2 50' MIC CABLE WHIRLWIND MK4‐50 PORTABLE
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         F.         Equipment Packages 
 

Some equipment in the list  above is noted as “Custom Package”.  The manufacturers for those packages 
are listed below and have the complete list of equipment for each item shown in the equipment list above. 

 
1.  Production Switcher- Broadcast Pix.   Contact Chuck Williamson at 719-663-1420 refer to City of 

Stockton. 
 

2.  Custom plates and panels- Wireworks,  Contact Richard Chilvers at 908-258-7813.  Refer to 
Quote #242490. 
 

3. Operator Console- Winstead.Contact Bob Natoli at (916) 631-7740.   Refer to City of Stockton 
 

4. Equipment racks- Middle Atlantic Products.  Look for “City of Stockton-Broadcast” at MAP 
 

5. Playout Server, Capture system- Leightronix. Contact Nick Crandell- (517)-694-8000 (x-7121) 
Refer to Quote 20160718-P- City of Stockton. 

 
 
2.2  CABLE 
 

A.  Non-plenum HD-SDI  video cable- Belden 1684A or equal 
 
B.  Non-Plenum HD-SDI video cable within 1 rack- Belden 1505A or equal 
 
C.  Non-plenum composite video, black burst reference- Belden 1505A or equal. 
 
D.  Plenum Control Cable (RS-232, IR, Contact Closure):  Extron STP22-2P  or equal 
 
E.  Non-Plenum  Network and UTP Cables for digital audio signal extenders: CAT-6 
 
F.  Plenum Network and UTP Cables for digital audio signal extenders: CAT-6 plenum 

 
 
2.3  HARDWARE  AND MISCELLANEOUS 
 
 

A.  Refer to drawings for specific cable and receptacle  plate information. 
 
B.  Provide matching manufacturer vents and blanks as required. 
 
C.  Connectors:  Provide compatible plugs as indicated on the drawing sheets; all cable connectors 

have black anodized finish where available unless otherwise noted.   Connector parts subject to any 
possible structural loading or stress is metal..  

 
D.  Provide cable looming for cable umbilical’s as needed especially on desktops. 
   
 
E. Refer to drawings for specific cable and receptacle plate information. 
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PART 3- EXECUTION 
 
 
3.1  GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
 

A.  The following is required for acceptance of the audio-visual system the City: 
 

1.  Install complete and functioning video production system as system specified herein. 
2.  Label  equipment  and cables  as specified  and corresponding to functional  diagram and 

security requirements. 
3.  Conduct adjustments and preliminary testing. 
4. Report results of preliminary testing along with system documentation. 
5.  Participate in acceptance test and deliver final system and documentation. 
6.  Conduct any adjustments or re-testing required to meet the specifications. 
7.  Provide training to individuals designated The City 

 
 
3.2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
 

 
A.  All equipment except portable equipment is held firmly in place.  This includes racks, conduits, 

cables, m on i to rs ,  and  other  audio-visual  electronic  equipment.    Fastenings a n d  supports is 
approved by a licensed structural engineer. 

 
 

B.    Include blank or vent face plates where equipment is not mounted.  Submit color samples where 
necessary. 

 
C.   Submit shop drawings for custom fabrications including patch panel layouts, and rack elevations to 

the City for review and approval.   Make submittals at least fifteen (15) days prior to scheduled 
fabrication.  Note on the submittal the dates of scheduled fabrication. 

 
D.  Do not commence work on any portion of the project requiring  City approval prior to obtaining such  

approval.   Work commenced  and  installed  prior to  review  and  approval  is accepted  at the 
Cities discretion.  Installation does not imply acceptance or review for acceptance. 

 
E. Keep at the job site an up-to-date complete record set of prints and specifications.   Make daily 

corrections and show all changes from the original contract drawings.  Final As-Built drawings are 
required at the conclusion of the project - NO EXCEPTIONS. 

 
       F.        Keep the job  adequately  staffed  at  all  times.    A qualified engineer approved by the City and 

employed by the audiovisual contractor is to exercise engineering supervision over the entire 
installation and is to inspect the installation at least twice a week.  Unless through illness, loss of 
personnel, or other circumstances beyond the control of the audiovisual contractor, keep the same 
individual in charge throughout the execution of the work. This person will have substantial experience 
with BROADCAST systems and will be certified by the Society of Broadcast Engineers with a 
minimum level of a Certified Engineer Video (CEV).  This person will function as the technical lead and 
be responsible for all project communications (RFI’s, etc.) throughout the project.  As technical lead, 
the Project Engineer will be on site each day work takes place on the project. 

 
                   I.             Contractor Technical Qualifications 
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1. The A/V Contractor shall provide documentation and references for at least three similar  
broadcast systems successfully completed in the past three years. 

 
 

G.  Cooperate  with  the City  in  order  to  achieve  well-coordinated  progress  and  satisfactory  results. 
Watch for scheduling conflicts with other trades on the job.  Execute, without claim for additional 
payment, moderate moves or changes as necessary or required by the City prior to installation 
to accommodate minor design changes, rack layout changes, additional equipment, or to preserve 
symmetry and appearance. 

 
H Final Engineering – It is understood that the Broadcast Drawings in this specification package  are a 

fairly complete design concept but they are NOT a final engineered, document.  Final engineering of 
the system, communication with manufacturers as needed, and resulting documentation is the 
responsibility of the AV Contractor. 

 
I. Complete and Functional system - It is the responsibility of the Contractor to Final Engineer, 

Provide, Install and Configure a complete and functional system and provide operational 
training to City Staff.   

 
 
3.3  EQUIPMENT CONNECTION 
 

A.   Wiring:  All wiring is installed in strict accordance with broadcast standard practices.   Cabling 
jacket color is coordinated to maintain consistent identification. 

 
B.  Cable Installation:    All cable is to be continuous and without splices.  Permanently label all cabling 

at all terminations.  Cables is bundled and laced neatly to maintain convenient access to all 
equipment connections. Support cable by wireway, raceway system components, or lacing anchoring 
system.  Except for the required service loops and cables entering into racks, no length of cable is 
unsupported for more than eighteen (18) inches.  All AC power is run in steel conduit.  
Loudspeaker, microphone, and line-level signal cabling are to be separated as far as possible from 
all power lines. 

 
C. Connectors: 

 
1.  Audio Connectors:    All connections  to screw  clamp or  binding post  terminals require 

flanged  or  snap  spade  type  lugs appropriately  color-coded.   Bare  wire connected  to a 
binding post is not acceptable.  Loudspeaker connections is soldered with rosin core solder or 
with connectors approved by the Contract Representative. 

2.     Video Connectors:  All coaxial cable connections is made with crimp type connectors for both 
shield and inner conductor installed with manufacturer's approved assembly methods and 
tools.  Connectors attached to the co-axial cable is BNC, with a BNC to UHF adapter or BNC 
or RCA adapter as appropriate for the equipment being connected. 

3.  Tin conductors, if necessary, with a minimum amount of 60-40 or 63-37 solder (tin/lead) with 
resin flux (manufactured by Kester, Ersin, or approved equal).   Solder fillets are wet and flow 
around conductor and terminal.  In no case is the general outline of the conductor to be 
invisible in excessive solder.  The insulation is not to be charred, melted, or burned by the 
soldering operation.  There is no evidence of either lead or terminal contamination.  The final 
solder joint is bright and shiny and is to show no evidence of being a "cold joint." 

 
D. Cable Labeling:  Cable Labeling:  Cables and wiring in racks, consoles, connector boxes and on 

terminal strips is clearly marked between two (2) and four (4) inches from end of cable gasket/harness.   
Provide maximum label visibility.  Indicate the circuit type, wire number, source and destination and 
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jack, receptacle or socket to which connector should be mated.  Use appropriate diameter clear shrink 
tubing over surface of label for protection and permanence.  Extend shrink tubing over label by 
approximately 114 inch each end. 

 
 
 

 
E.  Device Labeling: Label all devices including switches, control panels, monitors and equipment. 

Label to be logical and permanent with clarity and legibility. Submit samples for approval. 
 

F.  Power:  Power conduits must be separated from other conduits containing signal lines.  Provide a 
permanent hard-wired connection between the equipment and AC power.  Connect AC power to the 
equipment from junction boxes designated by the Gallo. 

 
G.  Grounding:   Use the equipment  chassis  as a common  point of grounding  the sound  system;  

the equipment  chassis  is to be grounded  to earth.   Cable shields  are only be used for 
shielding  (not signal) and connected to ground at the rack. All equipment  is checked for ground 
continuity. 

 
H.  Fasteners, Hangers,  Supports:    Provide  fasteners,  supports  and seismic  restraints  to 

adequately support the load as required by local building codes. 
 

I. Ventilation:     Provide adequate   ventilation   in  equipment   racks  to  conform  to  the  equipment 
manufacturer's temperature  rise requirements  or 20 degrees C. 

 
J.  Rack mount   Device   Mounting:   Components  and   devices   are   mounted   in   racks   using   

the specification drawings  for  guidance.    Equipment  racks  are loaded  in the  following  
manner:  AC Power  panels is the bottom-most  panel.   Rack operating  lights (if required)  is the 
topmost  panel. User controls is grouped at standing or seated eye level.  Those devices 
requiring  less adjustment or operator  attention  is mounted  higher  or lower  in the rack.  Mount  
equipment  in racks  using Black  Torx  head  machine  screws  with  nylon  washers  in  each  
mounting  hole.    For  items  not incorporating manufacturer's   mounting  attachments, furnish  
mounting  methods:  ears,  trays,  or shelves  as required  for mounting  equipment.   Support  
heavy and/or deep items at both front and rear rack rails, as necessary. 

 
 
3.4 INSTALLATION AND PROGRAMMING 
 

A. The switchers feature some additional capacity for future growth, and is not be completely filled  
by the  system  outlined  in this  specification.   Switching  capacity  is not to be reduced   below  
the  specified   matrix   size,  and  all  unused   video  inputs   should   be  properly terminated. 

 
 
B.  DC Power:  Provide DC power as required to cameras,, and  other devices as required.   Control 

system  buss power may be used if desired.   Provide additional control system power supply 
capacity to support DC powered devices as required. 

 
C.  Millwork:  Coordinate with the city for any modification of millwork required in the work spaces.  
 
D.   Provide clean cable dress to the underside of tables from table boxes to the 

floorbox locations. Confirm cable dress path if exposed with City personnel prior installing. 
 
E.  Coordinate with furniture supplier for connectivity at any table boxes that are not provided as part of 
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this scope. 
 
 
3.5  WORKMANSHIP 

 
A.  Installation of all work including cabling is neat.  All boxes including the loudspeaker enclosures, 

equipment, etc. is plumb and squarely located.  Leave the job site clean and free from marks and 
blemishes. 

 
 
3.6  AUDIO-VISUAL INTEGRATOR'S PRELIMINARY TESTING AND ADJUSTMENTS 
 

A. First confirm that camera signals will pass all the way through the system to the various outputs.  In 
other words, check for cable and equipment continuity and then make adjustments as needed.  
Check with a portable picture and waveform monitor. 

B. Similarly, test audio signals end to end to confirm continuity and functionality of equipment. 
 
C. Confirm control over cameras and gear requiring a PC to control such as the routing switchers and 

the closed caption encoder. 
 
D.  Fiber optic and UTP testing:   Test and document each run of fiber and UTP for continuity and 

proper termination. 
 
E.  Video Testing: Test and document each video line for continuity and proper termination. 
 
 
F.   Report:   Provide  a letter/report documenting the results of  these preliminary  tests,     including 

amplifier gain/level settings and equalization curves for review. 
 
G. The audiovisual contractor is to review and assess all display system characteristics to confirm 

optimal  image  sizing,  focus,  color  balance,  and  brightness  uniformity  within  and  between 
displays. 

 
H.       The  audiovisual  contractor  is  to  confirm  that  all  control  system  operations are properly 

programmed and repeatable. 
 
 
3.7  ACCEPTANCE TESTS 
 

A.  Qualification for Acceptance: Subsequent to completing preliminary testing, the contractor is to 
furnish the City with a letter/report documenting the results of the preliminary tests and two copies of  
"as-built"  wiring  diagrams  of  the  entire  system  including  the  connection  numbers,  their 
locations,  and  cable  color  coding.    The  receipt  of  this  documentation  does  constitute  the 
audiovisual contractor's  acknowledgment that the installation is complete and conforms to this 
specification, and is ready to be reviewed and tested by the City and its delegated representatives. 

 
B.   Acceptance Test: The Design Consultant and any other City representatives are present during the 

acceptance testing and require the assistance and cooperation of the audiovisual contractor. 
1.  Equipment cabinet keys and tamper-proof fastener tools must be available as necessary and 

appropriate. 
2.  Each major component is demonstrated to function, as specified. 
3.  Measurements:   Further electrical and acoustical measurements may be performed at the 

discretion of the City and its representatives.  Such measurements may include sound pressure 
levels, uniformity of coverage, distortion, or other pertinent characteristics. 
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C.  If any test shows the equipment or system is defective or does not comply with the specifications, the 

AVC is to perform all required repair or replacement and provide for follow-up acceptance tests. 
 

D.     Delays:  If the acceptance of the system is delayed because it does not meet the specification 
requirements, the audiovisual contractor is to reimburse the Design Consultant for all expenses of 
engineering/efforts needed to represent the City during the final acceptance testing. 

 
 

3.8  SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION, TRAINING AND FIELD SUPPORT 
 

A.  Operation and  Maintenance Manuals:   For each system, provide one "hard"  copy of  system 
manuals per system.  Manuals are in adequately sized three-ring binders, clearly labeled on spine. 
Manuals contain the following: 

 
1.   Service Reference Cover Sheet:  Provide a cover sheet with audiovisual contractor name, 

address, telephone and Fax numbers. 
2.  Equipment Manuals:  Include copies of individual equipment operation manuals separated by  

tabbed  dividers.    Order  manuals  in  nominal  signal  path  order  (i.e. sources  first, 
amplifiers and loudspeakers last), followed by control system manuals, followed by 
miscellaneous manuals. 

3.  Equipment List:  List all system equipment including, connectors and specialty hardware, by 
manufacturer and model. 

4.  As-built  Drawings:    Include  folded  copies  of  as-built  drawings  in  clear  plastic  binder 
sleeves.  Fold and insert drawings so that drawing title is clearly visible at the front of the 
sleeve. 

5.  Training:   Provide up to 4 hours of system training to operator(s) designated. 
Training time is to be non-contiguous.  Some training time may be used as live "first event" 
assistance. Assist and oversee operator(s) during these events. 

6.  Software copies of all device manuals, manufacturer information, final equipment lists, as- 
built drawings and operating instructions are to be provided on CD (one) or DVD if the 
documentation  will  not  fit on  one CD.   A solid  state  thumb  drive  is also acceptable. 
Provide at least three to the Owner, one to the Design consultant and one to the General 
Contractor. 

 
 

END OF SECTION 
 
 

 


